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AICEP / Inspiring Portugal aims  
to showcase the contemporary design 
scene of a country where art  
and tradition have always walked 
hand-in-hand. 

Each product reflects a certain 
national identity, either through  
its traditional craftsmanship or iconic 
Portuguese raw materials such as 
cork, burel wool or basalt stone  
from the Azores. 

This exhibition reflects a selection  
of projects that explicitly declared 
their intention to be present at TENT. 

It is therefore an invitation for visitors 
to go and discover one of the most 
authentic and less well-known design 
realities in Europe.

INSPIRING PORTUGAL

Figure 1 · Swithy, TS Studio by Cristiana Macedo
Figure 2 · Pico Lamp, João Abreu Valente & Maria Pita Guerreiro
Figure 3 · Três stool/table, Mendes’Macedo
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A creative people

Remarkable books, touching movies, 

fascinating music and dance. Inspiring 

design, painting that defies the 

senses, touching sculpture and an 

architecture that defies the limits.   

The Portuguese create magnificent 

works. Works that break the statu 

quo. Works that change perspective. 

Works that renew reality. And that 

is why they are so successful.   

Portuguese architects, writers and 

singers are awarded Pritzker, Nobel 

and Grammy awards. Portuguese 

painters, sculptors and designers 

have exhibitions in the most 

prestigious international galleries, 

such as the Marlborough Fine Art.   

Festivals and shows produced 

in Portugal attract millions of 

people from all over the world.   

CULTURAL AND 
CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

Figure 1 · Mezzo, Spal Studio
Figure 2 · Hills, Gonçalo Campos, &blanc

Culture, design and creativity are also 

present on Portuguese products,  

in sectors like fashion, furniture,  

home textiles, lighting or pottery, 

known by their uniqueness  

and originality.   

Our creativity has no boundaries 

and surprises millions of 

people all over the world. 
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Close to you to take you further 

aicep Portugal Global exists  

to support the internationalisation 

of Portuguese companies, to attract 

structural investment to Portugal  

and to promote Portugal’s 

reputation abroad.

We operate according to a philosophy 

of proximity to companies  

in order to take them further. 

Further in the development  

of their business in foreign markets. 

Further in the development  

of their investments in Portugal.

aicep Portugal Global

Avenida 5 de Outubro, nº 101 

1050-051 Lisboa – Portugal

  +351 217 909 500

  aicep@portugalglobal.pt  

  portugalglobal.pt

We work daily to ensure that Portugal 

is even more Global and its economy 

more competitive. A modern country, 

innovative, seductive and the cradle  

of leading companies which are 

received with open arms by the global 

market. And we’re rewarded for that. 

The European Commission has awarded 

AICEP for good practices  

in internationalisation processes  

and the World Bank puts us in the Top 

10 investment agencies that better 

respond to requests from investors. 

Daily we work to:

· Promote, to facilitate and 

to monitor the attraction of 

investment to Portugal.

· Provide operational support 

for Portuguese exports by 

broadening the export basis.

· Support internationalization projects. 

· Internationally promote the economic 

activities carried out in Portugal. 

· Promote the image of 

Portugal abroad. 

A team of professionals, in Portugal and 

abroad, is committed to your success 

and close you to take you further.
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Reinventing the culture of the places 

with the people who live in them 

is the course of action taken by the 

Schist Villages to create social and 

economic value in our territory. 

We call on the memory of this 

community, supportive, rural and 

genuine spirit to dare to do things 

differently, experimenting by using 

our resources and opening the door 

to new thinking and settlers.

It is on this spark of genuineness that 

the Schist Villages have been building 

a living laboratory, inviting creativity 

ADXTUR

Agência para o Desenvolvimento Turístico  

das Aldeias do Xisto, 

Casa Grande, 6230-137 Barroca, Fundão

  +351 275 647 700

  info@aldeiasdoxisto.pt

  www.agriculturalusitana.com

and experimentation into the territory 

to create hubs of transformation of 

the social fabric capable of incubating 

new ways of doing, living and being.  

Finding opportunities to address social 

and economic development requires 

a fresh look at the problems, an 

exploration of less travelled paths. 

The Schist Villages have taken 

on themselves this role of 

experimental agent, developing 

their action along three strands:

· Strategy: Positioning the Schist Villages 

brand as a reference for sustainability.  

· Social: Attracting new 

actors to the territory.  

· Product: Creating goods and services 

representative of the local identity.
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SHOWCASE
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FOLD is a table mirror that combines 

the simplicity and versatility of both 

glass and Corian®. This results in a 

harmonious and coherent combination 

for any environment where it is placed.

FOLD

Brand: &blanc

Designer: Marco Sousa Santos

  +351 917 665 437

  info@and-blanc.com

  www.and-blanc.com

Figures 1, 2, 3 · FOLD, dimensions: 88×200×300 mm, material: Corian® DuPont
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HILLS is a bottle holder that takes 

advantage of the moulding properties 

of Corian® and it’s resistance,   

which enabled this wave design 

inspired by the hills where much  

of Portuguese wine comes from.

HILLS

Brand: &blanc

Designer: Gonçalo Campos

  +351 917 665 437

  info@and-blanc.com

  www.and-blanc.com

Figures 1, 2, 3 · HILLS, dimensions: 200×565×117 mm, material: Corian® DuPont
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HOLE is an unique candlestick holder, 

which can be used on its own  

or coupled with others and thus create 

a different configuration from the 

original one. It takes advantage of the 

easy material deformation without 

resorting to collages or connections.

HOLE

Brand: &blanc

Designer: Miguel Flores Soeiro

  +351 917 665 437

  info@and-blanc.com

  www.and-blanc.com

Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 · HOLE, dimensions: 120×150×42 mm, material: Corian® DuPont
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Chair 5008 is the iconic 

traditional Portuguese chair.

Adico has concentrated its efforts 

in developing news lines of chairs 

for indoors and outdoors.

CHAIR 5008

Brand: Adico, Mobiliário Metálico

Designer: Adico

  +351 234 850 850

  adico@adico.pt

  www.adico.pt

Figure 1 · 5008 Metal, Stackable chair (8un.) Structure in steel tube 25×1.25 mm with epoxy paint.  
Steel backrest 0.8mm withy epoxy paint. Steel seat 1.5 mm with epoxy paint
Figure 2 · 5008 Okoumé, Stackable chair (8un.) Structure in steel tube 25×1.25 mm with epoxy paint  
or stainless steel 25×1.2 mm. Steel backrest 0.8 mm withy epoxy paint or stainless steel. Maritime okoumé 
plywood seat with marine varnish finish
Figure 3 · 5008 Metal, 5008 Okoumé
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The products are based on traditional 

utensils, although developed  

in a contemporary form and design. 

The Oil dispenser (0.75 L), traditional 

olive oil ‘bottle’, Watering can (1 L), 

essential for the garden, and the conical 

Lampshade, are turning objects that 

have fallen into disuse, useful again  

and keeping alive an ancient craft.  

The entire production process is 

manual. After cutting, the 1.2 mm 

copper sheet is rolled, welded and then 

hammered and polished. The various 

parts such as handles and nozzles are 

welded on. The piece is finished  

with clear varnish to prevent oxidation 

and darkening of the copper.

OIL DISPENSER, 
WATERING CAN, 
LAMPSHADE

Brand: Aldeias do Xisto / Casa Luzarte

Designer: António José Faria da Cunha

  +351 275 647 700

  craft@aldeiasdoxisto.pt

  www.aldeiasdoxisto.pt

Figure 1 · Watering Can,19×16,5 cm. Oil Dispenser, 26×12 cm. Lampshade, 30,5×23,5 cm.  
Copper sheet, clear varnish.
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We celebrate the purity of water 

and question the abusive use of this 

scarce resource. We observe the 

life that it bears and we wonder 

“for how long?” How long will 

the stones of the rivers continue to 

see fish swimming above them?

DROP OF SECRET

Brand: Aldeias do Xisto / Casa da Olaria

Designers: Carlos Neto & Ana Lousada

  +351 275 647 700

  craft@aldeiasdoxisto.pt

  www.aldeiasdoxisto.pt

Figure 1 · Drop of secret (small), 17,5×13 cm. Drop of secret (medium), 19,5×14,5 cm.  
Mixed techniques, slab and modelling.
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In an era of globalisation in which  

fear of existing leads to slavery,  

it is in agriculture that the revolution  

has begun. Left to their fate, unable  

to germinate and feeling that the main 

problem is that there are not enough 

tomatoes and there are too many 

turnips, vegetables have decided to rise 

up and grow legs as they set off  

to conquer the world. Three ringleaders 

lead the revolt: Savoy cabbage, Savoy 

cabbage Leaf and Pumpkin Girl, 

determined to feed the revolution.

THE REVOLT  
OF VEGETABLES

Brand: Aldeias do Xisto / Casa da Olaria

Designers: Carlos Neto & Ana Lousada

  +351 275 647 700

  craft@aldeiasdoxisto.pt

  www.aldeiasdoxisto.pt

Figure 1 · Feet don’t fail me now – The revolt of vegetables. Savoy cabbage,  
30×30 cm. Savoy cabbage leaf, 36×30 cm. Pumpkin Girl, 25×15×14 cm.  
Mixed techniques, slab and modelling.
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This felt soil receives the transparency  

of the water and engraves the glass 

with the freshness of the foodstuffs. 

Use of the “sampling” technique,  

by which the glass does not reach  

its melting temperature, allowing  

for it to be shaped by the effect  

of the force of gravity. Extra-light glass 

with sandblasted motifs. Alpaca wool,  

from animals raised in Benfeita (Aldeias 

do Xisto, Portugal), and merino wool, 

which was hand-shaped and designed 

using barb needles. Felt, hand-made 

with soap and water.

CABBAGE BOWL

Brand: Aldeias do Xisto / InVidro / Feltrosofia

Designers: Mónica Favério & Sérgio Lopes  

& Steffi Khone

  +351 275 647 700

  craft@aldeiasdoxisto.pt

  www.aldeiasdoxisto.pt

Figure 1 · Cabbage Bowl, 50×12,5 cm. Glass and felt.
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The physical characteristics of water 

are associated to glass due to its 

transparency and fluidity. The ever-

present stones in the course of water 

give rise to movement and shapes. 

Those stones give form and shape  

to the water sheets in the transparency 

and thickness of the glass.

WATER FLOWING

Brand: Aldeias do Xisto / InVidro

Designers: Mónica Favério & Sérgio Lopes

  +351 275 647 700

  craft@aldeiasdoxisto.pt

  www.aldeiasdoxisto.pt

Figure 1 · Water Flowing, 30,5×23,5 cm. Glass.
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Remade stove designed to participate 

on Remade Portugal (ensuring 

that at least 60% of its material 

was recycled) emphasizes on its 

way its irradiation condition (core 

combustion heat transfer to the 

environment), maximizing the contact 

surface in blades, as the archaic 

combustion engines air cooled bikes 

of my childhood. It is the condition 

technique that is here invoked as 

an argument of the form, as an 

ornament. This morphologic condition 

has the merit to protect the safety 

of users against burns by contact.

REMADE STOVE

Brand: ALBA

Designer: Francisco Providência

  +351 234 520 600

  geral@projectoalba.pt

  www.alba.pt

Figures 1, 2 · Remade stove with R3 table, 1116×570×756 mm. Net weight: 244 kg.  
Cast iron, ceramic glass, expanded vermiculite, steel, beech plywood
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The Zoo collection is a family of 

modular vases that combine porcelain 

and colored glass. The vases can be 

used as storage for candy or other 

small objects or simply as normal vases. 

The glass component allows the user 

to use it with water flowers with no 

inconvenient since it’s made of colored 

glass. The smallest combination is  

16 cm high and the higher is 22 cm. 

The family can be all rearranged mixing 

different bases, heads and glasses as 

you wish. The family of these funny 

modular vases is for now composed 

by Mon, Hoo, Roger and Gira.

THE ZOO COLLECTION

Brand: André Teoman Studio

Designer: André Teoman Ozguler Passos

  +351 965 833 384

  at@andreteoman.com

  www.andreteoman.com

Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 · The Zoo Collection, Mon & Hoo: 18×14×14 cm
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The Cut collection consist in cutting  

in subtle angles a black cork block  

and inserting radically an oak panel  

in it. The pieces result from ecological 

research production, respecting nature 

in the first place, as dictates 

the phylosophy of the brand, presenting 

a delicate balance between a strong 

design and the simplicity of the technique.

CUT COLLECTION

Brand: Blackcork

Designer: Toni Grilo

  +351 965 297 701

  tg@tonigrilo.com 

  www.blackcork.pt

Figure 1 · CUT Chair, black cork and Oak, 46×45×73 cm
Figure 2 · CUT Stool, black cork and Oak, 42×45×60 cm
Figure 3 · CUT High Stool, black cork and Oak, 41×40×78 cm
Figure 4 · CUT Side Table, black cork and Oak, 77×55×58 cm
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Made out of Ash or Iroko wood, Barca 

structure reflects the unique knowledge 

of Portuguese wood joinery making 

each detail of the chair unique to be 

touched and observed. Each Barca 

takes one week to be built, from wood 

selection to carving joints preparation 

and hand assembly, it is the result  

of a mixed production process where 

hand making is supported by a previous 

digital CNC drilling task. The usage  

of the finest raw wood parts, the clever 

wood joints and the traditional woven 

parts for the seat result in a light  

and smooth curved shaped chair  

with a highly resistant structure.

BARCA

Brand: Branca

Designer: Marco Sousa Santos

  +351 218 229 161

  info@branca-lisboa.com

  www.branca-lisboa.com

Figure 1 · Barca, Lounge chair, Marco Sousa Santos. 2014. Oak wood  
and bamboo weave. Finish: natural. 59×119×75 cm. Seat height: 35 cm
Figure 2 · Raio mesa,Table lamp, Marco Sousa Santos. 2012. PVC, cotton and steel 
string. Finish: white and black. 40×40×63 cm.Electrical specifications: E27 Max 60W 
Ref.ª 9000, 230V ~ 50 Hz
Figure 3 · Laço k, Sideboard, Marco Sousa Santos. 2011. Lacquered steel, birch 
plywood. Finish: lacquered steel: white, plywood natural. 205×43×57 cm.
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The Octo lamps create a homely 

atmosphere by communicating through 

their light, in which beauty is conveyed 

by gazing into its light beams.  

The contemporary design of these 

lamps gives off an indirect light field 

that forms patterns around it.  

This collection of lamps is surprisingly

well suited to large and small spaces 

due to their lightness!

OCTO TABLE LAMP

Brand: Byfly

Designer: Joana Virgolino & Cristina Domingues

  +351 262 595 185

  info@byfly.pt

  www.byfly.pt

Figure 1 · Octo Table Lamp. Bright White with Copper Luster. Type piece: Lamp.
Material: Ceramics. 20×37 cm. Weight without packaging: 1950 gr.  
Use restrictions: not suitable for microwave. Not suitable for dishwasher.  
Cable length: 250 cm. Maximum power: 4W
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LAGARTA is an interactive, playful, 

infinite modular seating system.  

You can always add another ball  

to the system by fitting the concavity 

into the curved part of the next ball. 

The LAGARTA modular seat provides  

a sensorial experience in a  

get-together scene. Each module  

is made of agglomerated expanded 

cork – the most ecofriendly of cork 

composites, and finished with a water-

based varnish. It can be used both 

outdoors and indoors. For storage, 

the LAGARTA can be stacked together 

creating an overall sculpture shape.

LAGARTA

Brand: Corque Design

Designer: Ana Mestre

  +351 212 417 259

  info@corquedesign.com

  www.corquedesign.com

Figure 1 · Lagarta stool, cork modular seat. 420×420×330 mm (each unit).  
Expanded Cork. Weight: 5 kg (aprox.)
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This lamp maintains itself upright 

in spite of its ballshaped base.

The #14 lamp is an audacious 

and amusing point of light.

#14 LAMP

Brand: DAAO Concepts

Designer: Danilo Olim

  +351 916 281 898

  info@daaofurnituredesign.com

  www.daaofurnituredesign.com

Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 · Lamp with metal and steel structure. Height 1300 mm, base (ball) 
200mm. E27. 42W. The #14 Use ZANGRA light bulbs with diameter 125 mm and 
length 175 mm. Zangra light bulb is composed of different parts. Once the light bulb 
has burnt out, simply unscrew the globe and you only have to replace the inside. 
So you no longer have to throw out the whole light bulb!
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Board with shelves with  

an independent organization. 

Opens one, two, or all, adapting  

to the most suitable organization.

Bookshelf #17 was developed with 

the premise to occupy the necessary 

space, when necessary. Considered 

to be an extension of the wall when 

all shelves are closed, or when not 

being used, and opening the shelves 

as needed. They open by pressing the 

shelf slightly inward with one click on 

the magnetic bracket and close when 

raised in a vertical position and on an 

axis rotation. The shelves are extremely 

robust capable of withholding a shelf 

full of books.

Winner 2014 A’Design Award Silver

Winner 2012 1 Prize POPs – Original 

Portuguese Projects. Serralves Museum.

#17 BOOKSHELF

Brand: DAAO Concepts

Designer: Danilo Olim

  +351 916 281 898

  info@daaofurnituredesign.com

  www.daaofurnituredesign.com

Figures 1, 2, 3 · Bookshelf #17 is designed in Fibreboard. It can be laminated with 
natural wood or lacquered. It consists of 300 mm by 300 mm shelves 20 mm thick.
Made up by multiple shelves, this bookcase can be designed in all sorts of different 
sizes, with no limitations in dimensions. Shelf #17 has a thickness of 70 mm and may 
have any height or width desired. It is a thin plate that becomes robust when open 
shelves. Being closed shelves this bookcase merges with the wall.
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Emotional Object #010: “Roots”  

is a coffee table inspired in the Sacred 

Ceiba tree in Havana. In a voyage 

to Havana, we were amazed with 

those trees and the way their roots 

and branches intertwined. “Roots” 

reinterprets that geometry in a 

contemporary design. A line goes 

around the volume of the table and 

changes its expression just like a root.

In the upper half, a volume intercepts 

with this geometry and presents 

us with a surface in a contrasting 

material. After all, nature is the 

mother of all forms. It is only 

necessary to go a little bit further...

EMOTIONAL OBJECT 
#010 ROOTS

Brand: Emotional Objects

Designer: João Faria

  +351 916 330 850

  info@emotionalobjects.com

  www.emotionalobjects.com

Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 · Emotional Object #010: “Roots”, Coffee table. 90×90×30 cm,  
40 kg. MDF veneered with choosen wood, lacquered MDF.
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Três stool, part of ím-par collection, 

with elegant legs shape and  

a triangular cork seat which makes 

the stool modular. The cork gives 

a soft and comfortable touch 

supported by a pinch of color.

TRÊS STOOL

Brand: Galula

Designer: Mendes’Macedo

  +351 933 777 600

  info@galulastudio.com

  www.galulastudio.com

Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 · “Três” stool/table, cork, powder-coated steel.
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GENCORK is a brand of cork 

covering solutions, which explores 

the combination between a low tech 

material and high tech processes. 

The 100% natural and sustainable 

expanded cork agglomerate is 

transformed according to generative 

design computational scripts 

and advanced digital fabrication 

processes, reflecting a new formal 

aesthetics. This creative system not 

only optimizes cork’s thermal and 

acoustic properties but also adds 

aesthetic value to traditional walls.

CORKAHEDRON

Brand: Gencork

Designer: Digitalab

  +351 917 140 716

  info@gencork.com

  www.gencork.com

Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 · Corkahedron. 50×50×47 cm, 4 kg. Expanded Black Cork
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These kind of handmade rugs using 

recycled rag of cotton from textile 

fabrics are very typical in Portugal,  

but they have always been more or less 

the same, beautiful in it’s on way but 

very simple. With GUR I use the same 

techniques and materials, they are very 

authentic to what they have always 

been, but now involving a “prominent” 

design factor. 

I find it very important to keep these 

techniques alive, they have been left  

a side by industrial objects over the 

years. Adding a contemporary approach 

will attract people into these  

high quality handmade objects,  

and keep them alive.

RUG

Brand: GUR

Designer: Célia Esteves

  +351 912 307 453

  rugbygur@gmail.com

  www.rugbygur.com

Figures 1, 2 · Rug Serena by Gur. 70×20 cm. Cotton. 1,5 kg. Handmade, held in a 
traditional handloom, with cotton raw tirela (rag), embossed technique and over layers 
of colours, finishing with basic sewing.
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Cork and ceramic objects, superbly 

crafted clothes – contemporary pieces 

crafted in Portugal by artisans, invited 

artists and designers, the new artisans  

– recognized by their origin, 

authenticity and ancestral knowledge 

which capture the essence of the 

Northern Alentejo culture. Isilda 

Pelicano’s approach to design, 

craftsmanship and life is reflected  

in this innovative brand, that produces 

unique objects with a contemporary 

design inspired by ancestral knowledge 

preserving the memory and authenticity 

of local culture designed in new 

modern standards diffusing the essence 

of the brand: Passion for nature.  

PRODUCTS #01 #02 #03

Brand: JANS Concept

Designer: Isilda Pelicano

  +351 213 460 406

  info@jansconcept.pt

  www.jansconcept.pt

Figure 1 · Product #02, Bowl. JANS CONCEPT. Invited designer: João Seco.  
Collection: Heritage. Agglomerated Cork. 46×21×5 cm, 1,030 gr
Figures 2, 3 · Product #01, Vase. JANS CONCEPT. Invited designer: João Seco. 
Collection: Heritage. Agglomerated Cork. 16×8×35 cm, 0,960 gr
Figure 4 · Product #03, Vase. JANS CONCEPT. Invited designer: João Seco.  
Collection: Nature. Agglomerated Cork. 70×16×63 cm, 8,800 gr
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Sterling silver manufacturer with  

a sophisticated and modern attitude.

SILVERWARE FIOS

Brand: Leitão&Irmão

Designer: Leitão&Irmão

  +351 213 242 700

  info@leitao-irmao.com

  www.leitao-irmao.com

Figure 1 · Silverware “Fios”. 11 pieces, 20×2 cm, each piece.  
Weight: 533 gr. 835 sterling silver
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Jungle Vase – The Jungle Water Pitcher 

is made in hammered Silver, where  

a ball is intercepted by a faceted 

cylinder, which can be either used  

as a Flower Vase or as a Water jug.

Jungle Vase with ornament  

– The Jungle Water Pitcher is made  

in hammered Silver, where a ball  

is intercepted by a faceted cylinder,  

which can be either used as a Flower 

Vase or as a Water jug.

JUNGLE VASE

Brand: Bahia, Joias de Autor

Designer: Maria João Bahia

  +351 213 240 018

  mjb@mariajoaobahia.pt

  www.mariajoaobahia.pt

Figure 1 · Jungle Vase. Silver 925 ‰. 473 gr, 30 cm
Figure 2 · Jungle Vase with ornament. Silver 925 ‰. 500gr, 45 cm
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Douro is a modern bar cabinet with two 

opening flaps. The plain wooden box 

takes care of all the treasures you love. 

Additionally equipped with  

a removable tray, leather inlay  

and skilfully applied intarsia works. 

The name of the bar is a tribute to 

the cultural iconic Port Wine, which is 

exclusively produced in the vineyards 

along the river of the Douro Valley.

DOURO

Brand: O céu

Designer: Matthias Lehner

  +49 176 246 613 76

  hello@matthiaslehner.com

  www.matthiaslehner.com

Figures 1, 2, 3 · Douro, Bar Cabinet. 50×40×118 cm, 19,5 kg.
Oak or Walnut combined with matt black or white color finish and a leather inlay. 
(Selected version for Tent: Oak + Black)
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The Cantina benches are characterised 

by their significant, horizontal bar 

that divides the angled seat and 

highlights the stability and comfort. 

Giving attention to this rarely 

considered object is stimulated  

by the pleasure of unconventional 

get-togethers. The bench comes 

in three sizes, in oak or walnut, 

combined with a range of colours.

CANTINA

Brand: O céu

Designer: Matthias Lehner

  +49 176 246 613 76

  hello@matthiaslehner.com

  www.matthiaslehner.com

Figures 1, 2, 3 · Cantina, Bench. 180×40×45 cm, 27 kg. Oak or Walnut in diverse 
combinations of matt black, white, petrol, rose or red color finishing. (Selected version 
for Tent: Walnut + Black)
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Basalt was the main material for this 

lamp. It was the result of an artistic 

residency at Pico do Refúgio Casas

de Campo, on the Island  

of São Miguel, in Azores.

The lamp was a continuous process 

of research for the properties of 

the Basalt, in order to grasp the 

essential characteristics and use 

them accordingly, by identifying the 

relationship between the material  

and its possible usage.

Pico Lamp has the Basalt stone  

in its purest and common form,  

due to its low density that challenges  

its suspension. The complementary 

material is Brass, an elegant and soft 

choice that enhances the roughness

of the stone, combined in a game  

of elementary shapes.

PICO LAMP

Brand: OJOAOEAMARIA STUDIO

Designers: João Abreu Valente  

& Maria Pita Guerreiro

  +351 930 603 984

  ojoaoeamariastudio@gmail.com

  www.ojoaoeamaria.com

Figure 1 · Pico Lamp, ceilling lamp. Basalt Stone from dos Açores, Brass tube. 
11Ø × 25 cm
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Project initiated at the Island 

of São Miguel in the Azores 

archipelago in order to work 

with the local stone Basalt.

Granite was regarded a local 

stone mainly for exploitation 

on mainland Portugal.

It is an overlooked stone, usually 

associated with kitchen tops and 

oldfashioned taste. Stone Age came

with a set of 4 objects that combines 

the natural properties of granite,

such as heat resistance, antiadhesion

and impermeability, with the 

smoothness of the surface and the 

exotic patterns that can be created.

STONE AGE

Brand: OJOAOEAMARIA STUDIO

Designers: João Abreu Valente  

& Maria Pita Guerreiro

  +351 930 603 984

  ojoaoeamariastudio@gmail.com

  www.ojoaoeamaria.com

Figures 1, 2 · Stone Age Colection, cheese board. Grey granite stone from Monção, 
Cherrywood. 52×30×2 cm
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All our products are made by order  

and produced in Portugal. As such 

we can vary the dimensions, finishes, 

colours and configurations to suit  

our clients needs, always ensuring  

that the design is respected. Changes 

that require a significant design work 

are subject to a design fee.  

All of our pieces are handmade by 

small-scale companies and traditional 

artisans. Most of them are family 

businesses. By buying Piurra products 

clients support local economy.

PINHOLE COLLECTION

Brand: Piurra, funituring

Designer: Rui Viana

  +351 913 468 263

  geral@piurra.com

  www.piurra.com

Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 · Pinhole Collection: Model 02-50+box. 900×920×500 mm 
Lacquered mdf, Oak veneered plywood
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“If you have a good intention,  

feel welcome to have a seat” 

– Popular Portuguese idiomatic expression.  

There is always one seat for one more. 

Senta-te (Have a seat) is a Stool, which 

material and geometric simplicity create 

the appearance of a folded sheet  

on two wooden blades.

You can keep it stacked with almost 

unlimited units and it’s still functional 

and attractive through the colorful 

graphic spot Burel, a Portuguese 

handmade fabric with a mountainous 

origin made entirely of wool and 

produced in the traditional way,  

in a range of 40 colours.

SENTA-TE 

Brand: Rui Tomás

Designer: Rui Tomás

  +351 965 101 915

  ruitomas@ruitomas.pt

  www.ruitomas.pt

Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 · Senta-te (Have a seat). 450×260×420 mm, 3.8 kg.  
Plywood + aluminium + Burel
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Inspired by a dense path of random 

falling leaves. 

Pathleaf Collection is one of the most 

recent additions to the Serip family

It is not just a wall light… it becomes  

an art installation that stretches across 

walls, ceilings with countless shapes 

and metal colors.

The indirect lighting hides the source  

of light and reveals just a portion  

of it to show the dramatic aspect of this 

installation like a real natural painting.

 Ideal for flat decoration of walls  

and ceilings with an artistic expression.  

PATHLEAF

Brand: Serip

Designer: Ilda Pires

  +351 214 933 045

  serip@serip.com.pt

  www.serip.com.pt

Figures 1, 2 · Pathleaf Wall Light, PL372/68. 210Ø, depth: 13cm. Weight: 134 kg. 
Bronze, LED Lighting
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Mezzo is a dinnerware range with  

a real sense of elegance and subtle  

wow-factor. Cleary inspired by the 

traditional Portuguese tiling, this 

beautiful tableware set offers a strong 

feel of uniqueness and authenticity. 

In an impressive combination  

of blue, the Mezzo collection features 

decorative elements, interpreting 

historical motifs, combined with 

geometric patterns. Being launched 

only last February, this collection  

has already been selected by major 

design cabinets to highlight upcoming 

market trends, has also been collecting 

the best reviews, showing a strong 

commercial appeal.

MEZZO

Brand: SPAL Porcelanas

Designer: SPAL Studio

  +351 262 580 400

  ana.figueiredo@spal.pt

  www.spal.pt

Figures 1, 2, 3 · The Mezzo collection is a very complete dinnerware set featuring 
all different pieces suitable for table, coffee and tea. All items made of the finest 
Portuguese porcelain.
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Swithy is a smooth wooden sculpture. 

The shape of this beautiful stool is 

sinuous and appealing, a female body 

revealed in an hourglass, with an 

experimental and sculptural character. 

The solid wood, manually crafted, 

harmoniously coexists with burel,  

a highly resistant and durable 

traditional Portuguese fabric made from 

wool. That’s why each Swithy is unique 

and imperfect. A perfect imperfection 

of the human hand that worked it and 

of Nature by the variations of the wood 

which composes it. Seat and be Swithy!

SWITHY

Brand: two.six

Designer: TS Studio by Cristiana Macedo

  +351 253 220 583

  info@twosix.pt

  www.twosixdesign.com

Figures 1, 2, 3 · Swithy. Diameter 36 cm, height 45 cm.  
Structure: Hornbeam wood; Rosette Pad Seat Cuschion: Burel.  
Color options burel: Blue, Grey, Orange, Light Orange, Red
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Metis is a compact desk made of solid 

wood, offering a real storage solution.

This table helps you keep your 

workspace tidy and organized with 

three drawers, one secret compartment 

and two lidded sections. Metis is the 

perfect minimalistic office desk that not 

only hides the wires and the electric 

cables, but it also comes equipped  

with several compartments for storage.

From paperclips to documents, agenda 

or post-its, this desk has special 

“pockets” for all your office stuff.

Metis is perfect for someone who’s 

looking for a touch of sophistication  

in a smart and tidy workspace.

Available in oak or walnut.

METIS

Brand: Wewood – Portuguese joinery

Designer: Gonçalo Campos

  info@wewood.eu

  www.wewood.eu/products/desks/metis

Figures 1, 2, 3 · Metis desk. W1400 H750 D740, 0.78 m³, W56.7” H29.5” D28.3” 
Weight 58 kg, 127.8 lbs. Solid wood. The accessories are upholstered in leather.
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X2 is a 100% solid oak bookshelf  

with a high-level of customization.

Made from two blocks with the same 

size, each block is composed by 48 

wooden slats that work through the brass 

screws that allow the movement of the 

blocks, ensuring the structural stability.

X2 is a smart bookshelf which allows 

increasing the width and height 

anytime, creating new modules  

and compartments to storage books 

and other decorative items.

X2

Brand: Wewood – Portuguese joinery

Designer: Laurindo Marta

  info@wewood.eu

  www.wewood.eu

Figures 1, 2, 3 · X2. W1500–2250, H1500–2250 D300, 0.67m³. W59–88,5 H59–88,5 
D11,8”. Weight oak 43kg, 94.7lbs. Solid wood, available in oak or walnut. Travels flat.
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ANA MESTRE  

CORQUE DESIGN

Ana Mestre is a Portuguese Product Designer 

and Design Researcher, born in Lisbon, in 1978. 

Ana graduated from Industrial Design (2001) 

and holds a PhD in Sustainable Product Design 

(2014). In 2004, Ana founded SUSDESIGN  

– Design for Sustainability Studio and Research 

dedicated to sustainable innovation. In 2006, 

she created and directed “Design Cork”  

the first internationally applied design research 

initiative for cork innovation. In 2009, she 

launched the CORQUE DESIGN studio brand. 

Ana has a portfolio of more than 50 design 

exhibitions, in several world destinations, 

including Europe, the Americas and Asia.  

In 2015, Ana was nominated as a Portuguese 

Design Award finalist. In 2016, the scientific 

committee of Triennale di Milano nominated 

her work and exhibition CORQUE#016  

for the ´XXI Century Design after Design´ 

International Triennale, as part of the 

professional designers selection.

ANDRÉ TEOMAN OZGULER PASSOS  

ANDRÉ TEOMAN STUDIO

André Teoman, born in Viana do Castelo, 

Portugal in 1989, was raised between Viana do 

Castelo and Istanbul. From 2012 to 2015 he 

developed pieces like the Newton Dining Table, 

Piccadilly Cabinet or the Hypnotic Chandelier 

considered trends from many trendsetters for 

bands as Koket and Boca do Lobo. He also won 

the Young Design International 2014 Award 

DESIGNERS

by the Light + Building Messe Frankfurt Fair. 

The adventure of his own studio started in the 

beginning of 2015 and his recent work  

has been featured in the XXI Milan Triennale 

and the Portuguese Biennial EXD too.

ANTÓNIO JOSÉ FARIA DA CUNHA  

ALDEIAS DO XISTO / CASA LUZARTE

Casa Luzarte has been making copper utensils 

by hand for over 80 years. Initially producing 

utilitarian objects of everyday use in rural 

areas, such as stills for the distillation of spirits, 

oil lamps for lighting, and pans for preparing 

food, the boiler company today produces  

an array of decorative articles.

CARLOS NETO & ANA LOUSADA  

ALDEIAS DO XISTO / CASA DA OLARIA

The discovery of clay as a creative medium 

is a way of living. They find the simplicity 

of the shapes in the landscape and in the 

representation of daily life, thus evoking 

organic elements. Pottery is the art that 

manages to combine all the elements.  

It’s a passion, it’s chemistry it’s alchemy.

CÉLIA ESTEVES  

GUR

I’m from Viana do Castelo, but I have been 

living in Porto since I was sixteen. 

I moved to Porto to study Graphic Design,  

and later took a master in Drawing and 

Printing Techniques in the Fine Arts School, 

where I worked for five years at the school’s 

print studio. During this period my work was to 

support classes, and work directly with artists  

in order to produce print editions. I feel that 

this influenced a lot of what I do today with 

GUR. I have always worked as a creative, but 

the techniques and crafts behind the objects 

have always attracted me.

CRISTINA DOMINGUES  

BYFLY

A blank piece of paper, a black crayon. A stroke 

taking form, a form taking shape. I am not the 

Creator, I am creative. My intention is to do,  

to believe, to be. I aim high, I look around 

myself and I see colour, I see white. I am 

who I am, I give everything I am. I am proud 

and passion- ate, I receive enthusiasm and 

satisfaction. I have wings, I drift in space, I am 

free. Confused images, fantasy, fiction. Clay 

moulded into objects. I am a designer, I am 

Cristina, I am Byfly.

DANILO OLIM  

DAAO CONCEPTS

Creative Director. Founded DAAO Concepts  

in 2010. He studied industrial Design  

and Architecture.

DIGITALAB  

GENCORK

DIGITALAB is an office and creative lab 

focusing on generative design and digital 

fabrication. With a young and dynamic team 

lead by Architect Ana Fonseca and Creative 

Director Brimet Silva, DIGITALAB develops 

projects in several fields – architecture, art 

installation, interior design and product design 

– using generative processes (Coding and 

Computational design) combined with digital 

fabrication technologies (3D print, CNC  

and laser cutter).

FRANCISCO PROVIDÊNCIA  

ALBA

Francisco Providência (Coimbra 1961–), 

Graduated in Communication Design, taught 

design and drawing in Architecture School 

of Porto University, having joined Aveiro 

University, where collaborated on the structure 

of training Design. Francisco defended PhD 

in his own work, directs the 3rd cycle in 

Aveiro University. With professional design 

practice (in his own studio) since 1985, has 

been dedicated to the transfer of design in 

companies and Museography, as synthesis 

domain and interdisciplinarity, today cross 

closest to a creative function directed to social 

innovation. Francisco Is a researcher co‐founder 

of the research unit ID+ That understanding 

the poetics in design as a locally contaminated 

ethos considers its manifestation required  

for cultural diversity and health condition  

of the global system.

GONÇALO CAMPOS  

&BLANC®

Gonçalo Campos, prides in finding surprising 

solutions, through the sound combination  
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of materials and production methods,  

in a process that starts from within the 

object. This approach results in distinct and 

surprising objects, born out of imagination 

and curiosity for the world surrounding us. 

Gonçalo collaborates with international brands, 

designing furniture, accessories, lighting,  

and consulting.

GONÇALO CAMPOS  

WEWOOD

Gonçalo Campos is a Portuguese product 

designer. Graduated in product design in 

2008, he soon after joined Fabrica, Benetton’s 

communications research centre, in the design 

studio. This gave him the chance to work with 

brands such as Secondome, Seletti or Zanotta. 

In 2009, he worked in Sam Baron’s studio, after 

which started developing a series of objects, 

continuing to explore the possibilities of 

design through function and material. Campos 

prides on finding simple solutions, through 

the sound use of materials and production 

methods, in a process that starts from within 

the object towards the outside. This results 

in recognizingly “smart” objects, often with 

a certain humor; reflex of a relaxed way of 

thinking and curious attitude.

ILDA PIRES  

SERIP

Born in Lisbon in 1959 she is the main designer 

and creator of Serip’s organic style. With 

over 30 years of lighting experience she is 

passionate with expression of the design  

as a sculpture.

ISILDA PELICANO  

JANS CONCEPT

Regarded as one of Portugal’s most 

distinguished fashion designers, Isilda Pelicano 

started her career in 1991 and since then has 

presented women’s collections under the brand 

name ISILDA PELICANO. Isilda’s distinctive style 

reflects the elegance, flexibility,  

and autonomy of a modern woman. Isilda’s 

unique approach to fashion and uniform 

design has also garnered her noteworthy 

admiration in the area of uniform design.  

In 2013 launched the project JANS Concept,  

a passion for “things” and for “arts” of nature, 

a cultural and lifestyle brand dedicated  

to renew the traditions of northern Alentejo.  

In 2011 she was awarded a Career Prize 

“Prémio IADE Carreira 2011”.

JOANA VIRGOLINO  

BYFLY

I imagine desires, I create fantasies and invent 

passions. I am colour, I am shape, I am white,  

I am movement, a reflection of everything I am, 

soon to become a reflection of you. The perfect 

world where I belong is an unfinished world in 

which I become involved. I want to give, I want 

to give myself. To be free and fly, fly very high.  

I have dreamt a dream and the dream  

has come true. I am a designer, I am Joana,  

I am Byfly.

JOÃO ABREU VALENTE  

& MARIA PITA GUERREIRO  

OJOAOEAMARIA STUDIO

João is a product designer, and so is Maria, 

they both studied at the Faculty of Fine Arts 

in Lisbon but in different years. They found 

each other later in 2015 and started working 

together. Then they discovered they were the 

perfect team, they formed a duo and created 

the OJOAOEAMARIA STUDIO. They now own a 

multidisciplinary studio based in Lisbon,  

at Bairro Alto, that knocks out any challenge.

JOÃO FARIA  

EMOTIONAL OBJECTS

João Faria was born in 1967 in Coimbra,  

but lives and works near Porto.

In 1997 he graduated in architecture and 

began his professional activity as an architect 

and teacher. In early 2012, João decided  

to devote himself to the creation of objects. 

The taste for detail and design facilitated 

this natural transition from building design 

to object design. In 2014 his work was 

recognized by the jury of Serralves in the POPs 

competition, having collected the first prize 

with the butter dish “Iris”. Since then, João has 

won four “A’Design Award & Competition”, 

one in 2015 and three in 2016.

LEITÃO&IRMÃO  

LEITÃO&IRMÃO

The Leitão & Irmão brand highlights the 

individuality of several designers, with a  

two-century tradition of innovation. Worldwide 

known names as Salvador Dali and Rene 

Lalique are part of our heritage.

MARCO SOUSA SANTOS  

&BLANC®

Marco Sousa Santos is a Portuguese designer 

who has been working across several fields  

of design and design management.  

He has promoted several projects and design 

collections with national and foreign authors. 

His projects and products have been displayed 

in institutions of reference, such as the V&A 

in London, MOMA Store in New York, the 

Triennale of Milan and the Salon du Meuble  

in Paris, featured alongside some of the world’s 

most prestigious designers. Marco Sousa 

Santos is also a Professor of Industrial Design  

at the Faculty of Fine Arts in Lisbon.

MARCO SOUSA SANTOS  

BRANCA

Marco Sousa Santos is a Portuguese designer 

who has been working across several fields  

of design and design management. 

Since 1995, as the founder and director  

of Proto Design and Experimenta Design,  

he has promoted several projects and design 

collections with national and foreign authors, 

contributing to the new vision on Design 

Culture in Portugal. As a designer, he is firmly 

rooted amongst a generation of designers who 

have built a strong international reputation  

for contemporary Portuguese design.  

DESIGNERS
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His projects and products have been displayed 

in institutions of reference, such as the V&A 

in London, MOMA Store in New York, the 

Triennale of Milan and the Salon du Meuble  

in Paris, featured alongside some of the world’s 

most prestigious designers.

MARIA JOÃO BAHIA 

BAHIA JOIAS DE AUTOR

Since she was a child, Maria João Bahia dreamt 

of the world of Jewels and Diamonds. Born  

in the bosom of a family of artists, she started 

to show a profound interest in the world of arts 

with an outstanding capacity to explore the 

aesthetic qualities and beauty of the materials 

reflected in the unique pieces and distinctive 

designs she produces. Her success, reflected  

in her clients’ and the markets’ recognition  

has led to a wonderful celebration of 30 years  

in this business with great prospects  

for the future.

MATTHIAS LEHNER  

O CÉU

In 2011 Matthias Lehner founded his own 

studio in Munich, working in the field  

of furniture, tableware and interior design  

for international brands. Focused on products 

with a high demand on quality and aesthetic, 

but also with a small sense of irony and humor. 

Intended to be more than just another product, 

his designs always tell a story that adds  

a kind of personality to each piece. In 2016  

he became Creative Director and co-founder  

of the German / Portuguese furniture  

brand O CÉU.

MENDES’MACEDO STUDIO  

GALULA

Mendes’Macedo is a product design studio 

based in Porto, Portugal. Filipa Mendes  

and Gustavo Macedo are the design duo 

behind this design studio. They met at the 

design school they attended, where they had 

the opportunity to make projects together  

and realize that their similarities and differences 

in aesthetic, technical and formal terms worked 

well together. When they finished their studies, 

they formed the Galula brand, which creates 

pieces they liked to have in their homes.  

Under their surnames Mendes’Macedo which 

names the studio, they explore other concepts  

and collaborate with other brands and studios.

They are inspired by refined and minimalist 

forms always combined with a functional 

character and attention to detail.

MIGUEL FLORES SOEIRO  

&BLANC®

Trained as an Industrial Designer, Miguel 

launched his own design activity in 2008.  

Since then, he has been collaborating with 

several renowned companies, such as Viarco, 

Branca-Lisboa, Herdmar, among others.  

He was invited to exhibit his products  

in several design events around the world such 

as Interior Lifestyle China 2011; Light+Building 

2012; Salone del Mobile 2013, Stockholm 

Furniture & Light Fair 2014 and PaperWorld 

2013, where one of his designs was awarded 

“Product Trend in 2013-14”. Miguel won 

international distinction with the iF Design 

Award 2015. He teaches and coordinates 

Product subjects at Lisbon School of Design 

and IADE.

MÓNICA FAVÉRIO & SÉRGIO LOPES  

ALDEIAS DO XISTO / INVIDRO

inVidro GLASS ART is the brand associated  

with work produced in the Craft Production 

Unit of the Italian artist Monica Faverio and 

Portuguese Sérgio Lopes. They stand out  

by the creation and restoration of stained glass 

panels in classic and contemporary style,  

by the creation of decorative panels  

and glass fusing works, crafeted using 

traditional techniques and innovative processes, 

providing each customer with exclusive offers 

(work with signature).

MÓNICA FAVÉRIO, SÉRGIO LOPES  

& STEFFI KHONE  

ALDEIAS DO XISTO 

/ INVIDRO / FELTROSOFIA

inVidro GLASS ART stand out by the creation 

and restores of stained glass panels in classic 

and contemporary style, the creation and 

restoration of decorative panels and glass 

fusing works, crafeted using traditional 

techniques and innovative processes. 

Feltrosofia began in 2001 in a small valley near 

Benfeita, an Aldeias do Xisto mountain village 

in the green heart of Portugal. Since 2004 they 

have a workshop in Benfeita itself. The name 

of the village means ‘well done’ or ‘well made’ 

and it comes from the village’s long-standing 

reputation for the quality of its products. 

Feltrosofia is committed to be part of that 

historic tradition.

RUI TOMÁS  

RUI TOMÁS

Rui Tomás (Lisbon 1976), designer, graduated 

in design by the Faculty of Architecture  

of the University of Lisbon. We was awarded 

two merit scholarships for excellence. He is  

a designer with a multidisciplinary philosophy 

with a continuous curiosity in the development 

and design for all kinds of scales, to the hand 

gesture to architecture scale and projects  

in different areas of design: product, 

environment and communication. He uses 

drawing as a valuable way of thinking  

design solutions.

RUI VIANA  

PIURRA, FURNITURING

Rui is the son of a carpenter. In 1995  

he finished his first course has an architecture 

technical drawer and started to work at 

architecture offices. In 2001 he studied product 

design in ESAD, in Matosinhos/Porto. In 2007 

he challenged the owner of the company  

he worked for to create a furniture brand.  

Rui began developing the project and at  

the end of 2007 Piurra was established.  

DESIGNERS
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In the beginning of 2013 he took over the 

leadership of the company. In order to continue 

family tradition related to manufacturing  

and woodworking, since January 2013 Piurra’s 

furniture has been produced through traditional 

methods with the support of his family.

SPAL STUDIO  

SPAL PORCELANAS

Highly design driven SPAL has been investing 

in new and innovative creations since its 

beginnings (1965). Together with its in-house 

design department, SPAL Studio, the brand  

has also a long tradition of developing designs 

with prestigious renowned designers.

Attentive to major trends and spot-on with 

innovation, SPAL Studio’s designs feature  

a very eclectic and contemporary vision 

showing creations that go from craftsmanship 

look, to collections with an elegant and 

sophisticated feel. SPAL Studio has also a long 

background of establishing partnerships with 

the academic and industrial sectors keeping 

the brand up-to-date and renewed. A major 

highlight of the brand’s profile remains in the 

fact that it was the first Portuguese company 

to establish a design competition in the ceramic 

industry, 5 years only after its foundation.

TONI GRILO  

BLACKCORK

Designer and Art Director, Toni Grilo was born 

in France in 1979. He graduate by the École 

Boulle in Paris in 2001, he went to Lisbon  

and continued to develop projects in France. 

Finding its roots, he discovers a rich industrial 

and craft country, and is obsessed by the 

beauty of technical processes and materials. 

After various collaborations, he founds in 2005, 

together with the designer Elder Monteiro, his 

first agency “Objection”. In 2008 he opens his 

own studio, creating products, furniture  

and scenography. Now based in Porto, he 

manages several international brands such as 

Riluc, Haymann, Blackcork or the prestigious 

century-old silver manufacture Topázio.

TS STUDIO BY CRISTIANA MACEDO  

TWO.SIX

Cristiana Macedo is Two.Six Co-Founder  

and Creative Director. Two.Six was born  

from her desire to rethink design and how  

it fosters contemporary culture. Swithy is  

a great example of her vision: “Design must 

be innovative but at the same time it should 

incorporate the knowledge and the influences 

of the Past and Present.” After graduating  

in Architecture, Cristiana Macedo began  

her work in interior and furniture design.  

The opportunity of working with different 

designs and brands, led her to improve  

her taste and sensibility. While she is designing  

new interiors, she always finds new ideas  

and concepts to be developed.
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